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Two languages, f ,~ and/~9,  are introduced for each finitely encoded AFA ~. Then 
two conditions on ~ are presented, each of which guarantees that L9  and [ '9  are 
generators for the AFL  defined by ~. Us ing /~ and/ :~,  generators are exhibited for 
a number of well-known AFL in computer science. Finally, it is shown that each of the 
above conditions, in conjunction with a third condition, permits every language in the 
AFL defined by ~ to have a representation in the form h2(h~X(f~) n R), where R is 
a regular set and hi and h2 are homomorphisms, with h 2 nondecreasing. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [3] the notions of an AFL (abstract family of languages) and an AFA (abstract 
family of one-way nondeterministic a ceptors) were introduced as models of the 
various families of languages and acceptors, respectively, studied in computer science. 
It was then shown that a family ~ of languages, one of which contains the empty 
word e, is an AFL if and only if there exists an AFA ~ such that the languages 
accepted by the quasi-real-time acceptors in ~ constitute .L~ a. In [4] the notion of a 
principal AFL (AFL generated by one language) was introduced. Such AFL were 
characterized asthe families of languages defined by certain AFA (hereafter referred 
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to as finitely encoded AFA). For each finitely encoded AFA, a generator was con- 
structed for the associated AFL. Unfortunately, this generator was rather clumsy to 
examine in many interesting cases. The purpose of the present paper is to introduce 
for each finitely encoded AFA 9 ,  two other languages,/7,~ and/7,~; and to study when 
these languages are generators for the associated AFL. Intuitively, [,~ is the set of 
those words over the instruction alphabet of ~ which transform the empty storage 
back to the empty storage; and/~ is the set of words in s for which no proper 
initial subword transforms the empty storage back to the empty storage. 
Our main results are as follows. We present two sufficiency conditions on a finitely 
encoded AFA ~ in order that/~,~ and/5 9 be generators for the associated AFL. We 
present a number of well-known AFA 9 ,  each of which satisfies one of the two con- 
ditions. Using the fact that/,~ and/~ are generators, we then explicitly determine a 
generator. Finally, we show that each of these two conditions, in conjunction with a 
third condition, permits every language in the AFL to have a representation in the 
form h~(h~l(L~ n ( I -  Iv)* ) n R), where R is a regular set, I -  I v is the set of 
instructions which are not universal identities, and h 1 and h~ are homomorphisms, 
with h a nonerasing. (In case ~ is the AFA of pushdown acceptors, the representation 
is the Chomsky-Schutzenberger th orem [1] for context-free languages.) Equivalently, 
each language in the AFA is the image of[,~ n (! -- Iu)* under an E-free a-transducer. 
Thus the languages/~9 and I5, 9 (i) serve as generators for a variety of different AFA, 
(ii) frequently lead to explicit generators, and (iii) give rise to a generalization of a 
well-known "algebraic" result originally discovered for context-free languages. 
Finally, all results tated throughout the paper have the obvious counterpart for full 
AFL. One merely replaces generator by full generator, principal by full principal, 
quasi-real-time aceeptors by arbitrary acceptors, E-free homomorphism by arbitrary 
homomorphism, and E-free a-transducer by arbitrary a-transducer. 
SECTION 1. Two LANGUAGES ASSOCIATED WITH AN AFA 
This paper is an extension of [4] and contains results which are not meaningful 
without a thorough understanding of [3] and [4]. Hence we shall assume that the reader 
is familiar with the concepts and notation therein. Thus we shall employ such terms 
as AFL, principal AFL, AFA, and quasi-real-time, and notation such as ~-(L), 
~t(~) ,  ~____, and ~ ---- (K, Z, F, I, f, g) without defining them here. 
DEHNITION. An AFA (~, 9),  with ~ = (K, Z, F, / ,  f, g), is said to be finitely 
encoded i f /and g(F*) are both finite. 
In [4] a characterization f (full) principal AFL was given. This result may be 
paraphrased as
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THEOREM A. An AFL ~ containing {e} is (full) principal if and only if there exists 
a finitely encoded AFA 9 such that LP = 5gt(N)(~ft ' = Lz~(N)). 
Henceforth we shall restrict our attention to AFA which are finitely encoded. 
I t  is awkward for our purposes to consider AFA in which either g(x) @ ~ but 
f(x, u) = 25 for all u, or g(x) = ~ but f(x, u) va ~ for some u. This leads to the 
following: 
Assumption. Given an AFA (g2, N), where f2 = (K, 27, F, L f, g), we shall assume 
that for each x in F*, g(x) ~ ~ if and only if f (x, u) 4 = ~ for some instruction u. 
There is no loss in the above assumption. For consider the AFA (f2', 9 ' ) ,  where 
X2'= (K, Z, F, I, f ' ,  g'), defined as follows: For each x in F*, if g(x)=/= ;~ and 
f(x, u) ~ e for some u in I then let g'(x) = g(x) and if(x, v) = f(x, v) for all v in I. 
Otherwise, let g'(x) = i f (x ,  v) --  e for all v in L Note that g'(e) = {e} since f(e, l~) = e. 
Thus (g2', 9 ' )  is an AFA. Furthermore, 9 '  is finitely encoded i f9  is, s ') = L,~ 
s = ~(N) ,  and f '  and g' have the desired properties. 
Given an AFA 9 we are interested in languages L such that .~-(L) = .L~ 
DE~INITIOrq A language L is said to be a 9 generator if ~-(L) = Set(9). 
One particular ~ generator was given in [4] and serves as the starting point of the 
present investigation. 
Notation. For each AFA 9,  extend the function f from F* • I to F* • 1 + as 
follows: For each 7 in F*, u in I +, and v in I, by induction let f (y,  uv) = f ( f (y ,  u), v) 
i f f (7,  u) r ~ andf (v ,  uv) = ~ i f f (y ,  u) = ~.  
Notation. For each finitely encoded AFA N, let 1 
Le  --- {,) u {(71, ul) "- (7 . ,  u.)/n >~ 1, {r3 = {') 
--- gf(e,  u t . . .  u,),  and ~',+1 is in gf(~, u l . - .  u,) for all i, 1 ~< i < n}. 
Since g(l'*) and I are finite, g(F*) • I is finite and Le  is a language. I t  was proved in 
[4], in slightly different form, that 
THEoREra B. L~ is a ~ generator. 
In L~,  each non-E word is of the form (~'t, ut) "'" (Vn, un), with ),~ in g(F*) and ui 
in L Words of this form are extremely complicated to handle in explicit examples 
because of the presence of the g(F*) component. This suggests tudying the words 
obtained by eliminating the g(I'*) component, a task started in this section and 
1 We assume that g(I'*) • I is a subset of Z, 
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continued throughout the paper. For technical reasons, in addition to considering the 
set of the words ux "'" u , ,  a closely related set is also investigated. 
The two sets under examination are the following: 
DEFINITION. For each finitely encoded AFA ~ let 
L~ = {E} u {ul ... u,/n ~ 1, f (e,  ux "" u,) = E} 
and 
/~ = {e} u {u a "" u,/n ~ 1,f(e, u 1 "'" u,) = e #f (~,  u I "'" u,) for all i < n}. 
Thus , /~ = {E) u min([.~ -- {~}), where 
min(X) = {x in X/yz = x and y in X imply y = x}. 
Note that /~ =/ ,2  +. 
As mentioned in the introduction, we shall be interested in conditions which ensure 
that /~ or /~ is a ~ generator. (We shall see in Example 1.1 that /~ and/~ need not 
be ~ generators.) In particular, we shall present several such conditions. We shall see 
that L~ and/]~ are ~ generators, and lead to explicit generators, for many well-known 
finitely encoded AFA ~. We also remind the reader that all results stated throughout 
the paper have an obvious counterpart for full AFL. 
There exist some elementary relations between the generative capacities o f /~ ,  
[.~, andL~. First though, we introduce an auxiliary notion. 
Notation. For languages L 1 and L2, write L 1 ~ L2 if L 1 is in o~(Lz) , and L 1 ~ L~ 
ifL 1 ~ Lz andL~ ~ Lx. 
ThusL~ ~ L z if and only if ~(L1) __C ~(L2), and L1 ~ L~ if and only if ~(L1) = ~-(L~). 
The relation ~ is reflexive and transitive. The relation = is reflexive, transitive, 
and symmetric. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. L_~ ~./~@ ~ L~.  
Proof. S ince /~ ~-/~+, L~ ~/~.  To see that [,~ ~ L~,  let h be the E-free 
homomorphism on (g(F*) • I)* defined by h((7, u)) ~ u for all (7, u) in g(F*) • I. 
Then 
L~ = h(L~ n [{E} u ({E} • I)(g(F +) X I)*], 
so that /~ is in ~'(L~). 
By Proposition 1.1, /~ is a ~ generator if/_.~ is a ~ generator. We shall see later 
(Example 2.1) that there exist ~ for wh ich /~,  but notL~, is a ~ generator. We now 
show that L~ need not be a ~ generator. 
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EXAMPLE 1.1. Let g2 = (K, 27, F, I, f, g), where F = {a, b}, I = {a, b, E, 0}, and f 
andg are defined as follows (for all x in F*): f (x ,  O) = x, f (x ,  a) = xa, f (x ,  b) = xb, 
f(xa, E) = f(xb, E) = x, g(E) -= {~}, g(xa) = {a}, and g(xb) = {b}. Then (~, 9 )  is 
an AFA formalization for the family of pushdown aceeptors. Furthermore,/ ]~ is the 
set of all words w in I* such that 2 #E(W) = #a(W) ~- #b(W) and #E(x) < #~(x) + #b(x) 
for each proper initial subword x of w. It is readily seen that J~  is a one-counter 
language. Since the family of one-counter languages i a proper subfamily of the family 
of pushdown acceptor languages [2 ] , /~ ,  thus/f,~, is not a ~ generator. 
As indicated prior to Example 1.1, there are ~ for which/]~ ~-/f,~ is false. One 
situation where /~ ~_ /~ holds is now given. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA with the following property: There 
exists a finite subset S of I + such that for each accessible 3 x in F + and each u in I +, 
f (x ,  u) = ~ if and only if  f (x ,  u) 4: ~ and u is of the form utuzfor some u 2 in S. Then 
L~ ==- L~.  
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, L~ ~</]~. Now let S O = {u in I / f  (E, u) = e}. Then 
/]~ = E~ n [((I --  So) I* c~ (I + -- I*SI*)*S)  w {,} w So]. 
There fore /~ ~ E~,  whence/~ ~ L~.  
In case S contains exactly one element and that is in/ ,  we have 
COROLLARY. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA with an instruction E such that for each 
accessible x in F + and each u in I, f (x ,  u) = ~ if and only if u =- E and f (x ,  E) ~ ~.  
ThenE~ ~ 1~ . 
The above corollary arises in the so-called "nonerasing" AFA, as for example, the 
nonerasing stack acceptors. 4 The role of E is to formally erase the storage. 
In dealing with specif ic/~ and/f,~, we frequently encounter instructions u with the 
property that f (x ,  u) -= x for all accessible x. (Eliminating words containing such 
instructions often results in languages which are easier to treat or describe.) This 
leads to the following concept. 
DEFINITION. An instruction u is said to be a universal identity if f (x, u) = x for all 
accessible x such that g(x) ~= ;3. Let Iv  be the set of all universal identities. 
Thus a universal identity serves as a multiplicative identity for subwords of words 
in /~ and/S~. 
2 For each symbol z and each word y, #z(Y) is the number of occurrences of z in y. 
3 A word  x in F*  is said to be accessible if either x = r or  there exist n >~ 1 and instructions 
ul ,..., u~ such thatf(~, ul ... u~) = x. 
4 See  Example  3.4. 
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The next result asserts the basic useful fact about universal identities, namely, 
that words containing at least one of them may be eliminated from L~ and L~ without 
loss of generative capacity. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Lu =-- [~  n (I -- Iv)* and 1~ =-- ]~  n (I -- Iv)*. 
Proof. Clearly L~ n (1 -- Iv)* ~ [,4 and J~  n (I -- Iv)* ~ L~ . Let h be the 
homomorphism on I* defined by h(u) = u for each u in I -- I v and h(u) = E for each u 
in I v . Then L~ = h-l(/,~ ~ (I -- Iv)*), so that L~ ~ Le  (~ (I - Iv)*. Hence 
['4 ~ L~ n (I -- Iv)*. Also, 
s  = h-t(L> n (I -- Iv)* ) n (I u {E} u (I -- I v ) I * ( I  -- Iv)), 
i.e., no word of length at least two can begin or end in a universal identity. Thus 
1~ <~ 1~ n (I -- Iv)* , whence L~ =-- [~  n (I -- Iv)*. 
Remark. For h as in Proposition 1.3, 
L~ n (I -- Iv)* = h(L~) and L~ n (I -- Iv)* = h(L~). 
SECTION 2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR/~ 
In this section we present a necessary and sufficient condition for 112 to be a 
generator. This result is instrumental in deriving other sufficiency conditions for 
/]4 to be a ~ generator. 
We shall need the following auxiliary AFA. 
Notation. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA and 0 a new symbol. For each word ~ in 
g(F +) let (g2~, ~)  be the AFA 12~ = (K, 27, F~,/'~, f~, g~), where/'~ = F,/~ = I k) {0}, 
andf~ and g~ are defined as follows: For all x in F* and all u in/ ,  let f~(x, u) = f (x ,  u) 
andf~(x, 0) = x. Letg~(,) = {,}, and for all x in F + satisfyingg(x) @ ~ letg~(x) = {c~}. 
Thusf~ is essentially the same asf. The only roleg~ has is to distinguish between the 
two situations where the auxiliary storage is empty and where it is not. The inclusion 
of the instruction 0 in 1~ is to ensure the existence of an identity element satisfying 
condition (ld) in the definition of an AFA [3]. 
Note that 12~ has the property that for each x in F*, g~(x) =/= ~ if and only if 
f~(x, u) =/: ;~ for some instruction u. 
In general, c~ is to be assumed specified when ~2~ or ~ is written. 
Observe that the auxiliary AFA (12~, ~)  has the following property: In each 
acceptor in ~,  the transitions depend only on (the states, the inputs, and) whether 
or not the storage is empty. The transitions do not depend on any other information 
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obtained from the storage. One well-known AFA which has this property is the family 
of one-counter acceptors. 
Our necessary and sufficient condition fo r /~ to be a ~ generator is that L~ be in 
s176 First though, we have 
LEMMA 2.1. For each finitely encoded AFA 3,  s is a ~ generator. 
Proof. Let A = ({Po, Pl}, I, 3, P0, {Pa}) be the quasi-realtime acceptor in ~ in 
which 3 is defined by 3(po,~,r ) = {(Px, 1~)}, 3(po,u,r ) = {(px,u)}, and 
8(p~, u, a) --= {(px, u)} for each u in I. Clearly L(A) =/~.  Thus ~-(s C ~(~) .  
To see the reverse inclusion let c be a new symbol and h the C-free homomorphism 
on ({r a} X I)* defined by h((a, u)) = u and h((r u)) = cu for each u in I. Let r be the 
~-free substitution on ({r a} x I)* defined by r((~, u)) = (r 0)*(~, u)(r 0)* and 
r((a, u)) = (a, 0)*(a, u)(a, 0)* for each u in I. Clearly 
L~. = r(h-~((c[.~)*)) ~3 (~, 0)*. 
Since r(a) is an E-free regular set for each a in {E, c~} • I, r(h-X((cs is in o~-(L~) by 
Theorem 2.2 of [3]. ~ Since o~z'(/]~) contains {r it contains each regular set and thus 
(r 0)*. Hence L~ is in o~-(/]~), so that . f ( L~)  C o~(/]9). Since ~Z-(L~) = ~t (~) ,  
~e~(&) _~ ~(/;~). 
Remark. Intuitively, L~ is in ~-(L~) because all the occurrences of (E, u) in words 
of L~ can be obtained from the occurrences of c in (c/~)*. On the other hand, there 
exist ~ ,  such that L~ is not in ~(/5~), the reason being that for such a ~,  no AFL 
generation ofE~ can yield all occurrences of(r u) in words o fL~.  
We are now ready for our necessary and sufficient condition that/~ be a ~ generator. 
THEOREM 2.1. For each finitely encoded AFA _~,/]~ is a ~ generator if and only if 
L~ is in ~t (~)  : o~'(L~). 
Proof. Suppose that/]~ is a ~ generator, i.e., ~(/]~) = ~t(~).  Then o~-(L~) = 
s = o~'(/7,~) = ~t(~,),  the last equality by Lemma 2.1. Then L~ is in ~9~ 
Now suppose that L~ is in 5r that is, o~(L~) _C 5~(~).  Then 
o~-(/]~) C o~-(L~) by Proposition 1.1, 
_c ~e~(~) 
= ~(/]~) by Lemma 2.1. 
Thus o~(/~,~) = ~Cft(~). 
From Theorem 2.1 we obtain as a corollary the following sufficiency condition for 
/]~ to be a ~ generator. 
5 This result states that each AFL is closed under substitution by E-free regular sets. 
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THEOREM 2.2. I f  #(g({x/x accessible})) ~ 2, then s is a ~ generator. 
Proof. Let P = g({x/x accessible}). Suppose #(P)  ~< 2. Sinceg(E) = {E}, #(P)  ~> 1. 
I f  #(P)  = 1, then g(x) = ~ for all accessible x 4= E. Then 
L9 = {~} U {(e, ul)'" (., u.)/gf(E, u l - "  u,) = {~} for each i} 
= Lg~ n ({,} x x)*. 
Suppose #(P)  = 2. Then there exists c~ in F + such that g(x) = {c~} for all accessible 
x @ E satisfying (x) @ ;~. It is easily seen that L 9 = Lg~ n ({~, a} • I)*. In each 
case, therefore, L 9 is in ~-(Lg~ ). By Theorem 2.1,/~9 is a ~ generator. 
We close this section by using Theorem 2.2 to exhibit an AFA~ such that 
~(tg) # ~(tv). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let 12 = (K, l ,  F , l , f ,g) ,  where/"  = {Y, Z}, I = {0, a, b}, andf  
and g are defined as follows: g(,) = {e}, g(x) = {Y} for all x in F+,f(x, O) = x for all 
x in F* , f (Y  ~, a) = yn+l for n ~ O,f (Y n+l, b) =f (ZY  n+x, b) = ZY  n for n /> 1, and 
f (ZY ,  b) =f (Y ,  b) =f( , ,  b) = ,. Le tL  1 = {e, b} w {anbn/n >1- 1}. Then Iv  = {0} and 
[ '9  N ( I  - -  {0})* - Z 1 . By Theorem 2.2,/7,9 is a ~ generator. By Proposition 1.3, 
L 1 is a ~ generator. Le tL  2 = ({a'bm/m ~ n ~ 0})*. Clearly/,9 n (I  - -  {0})* = L 2 . 
By Proposition 1.2, / ,e  --= L 2 . Since L I ~ LI', where L 1' = {anbn/n ~ 0}, o~(L1) 
is closed under reversal. Now it is easily seen that L 2 ~ L~', where L 2' = {a'bm/m >/ 
n ~ 0}. However, it was noted on page 23 of [3] that o~(L~ ') is not closed under 
reversal. Thus .r @ ~(L2), so that ~-(L1) @ ~(Le).  
SECTION 3. A SUFFICIENCY CONDITION FOR ~9 AND L9 
In this section we establish a sufficiency condition for both/~9 and/ '9  to be 
generators. The condition is that for each y in g(F+), there exist instructions 
u 1 ..... u% so that f (x ,u  x " "u%)= ;~ for all accessible x not in g-l(y) and 
f (x, u 1 "" u%) = x for all accessible x in g-i(y). 
We shall have need of the family of all images of languages in s by c-free a-trans- 
ducers. 
Notation. For each family 5e of languages let 
J/r163 = {M(L)/L in s M an c-free a-transducer}. 
We recall the following result noted in [4]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. For each nonempty language L, 
rig(L) = {h2(h~l(L) t~ R)/R regular, h a and h 2 homomorphisms, with h 2 e-free}, 
and is the smallest family containing L and closed under e-free homomorphism, inverse 
homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. 
Thus M(L) is in s for each AFL &e, L in ~,  and e-free a-transducer M. Also 
~/(~'(&e)) = ~ ' ( i  ~ for every family ~a of languages. 
In Section 5 we shall use the following result. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a nonempty language. I l L  1 is in ds (L ) and M is an a transducer 
which is e-limited onL~ then M(LI) -- {E} is in J I(L). I fL  a contains ~, then M(La) is in sg(L). 
Proof. That M(La) -- {e} is in J/C'(L) follows from Proposition 3.1, from an obvious 
extension of Corollary 4 of Theorem 2.1 of [3], and from Remark 2 on page 8 of [3]. 
If L contains E, then ~/(L) contains {e}. By Lemma 3.1 of [4], J / (L) is closed under 
union. Since M(La) = M(L1) -- {e} or M(L1) = (M(L1) -- {e}) u {E}, M(La) is in Jg(L). 
Remark. By the construction in Proposition 1.3, it follows that ~'(/2~) = 
J [ (s  n (I -- Iu)* ) and s//(L~) = d//(L~ n (I - Iv)*). 
We now turn to a result used in the proof of our sufficiency condition. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA with the following property: There 
exists a finite subset S of I + such that 
(a) f(e, c 0 -- ;~ for each ~ in S; 
(b) for each accessible x in F +,f (x, (7) ~ x for some (7 in S; and 
(c) for each accessible x in F+ and each a in S, if f (x,  ~r) v6 ~ then f(x,  or) = x. 
ThenL~ is indg(L~) and [.~ ~ L~ . 
Proof. Since L~ ~/~,  if [,~ ~/f,~ then L~ =~/~#. It thus suffices to show that 
L~ is in Jt'(/f,~). 
Suppose that S is empty. By (b), there is no accessible x in F +. Thusf(e, u) is either 
empty or is E for each u in I. Then/~ =/f,~ (3 ({e} U I), so that /~ is in s//(L~) and 
/f,~ ~-- L~ . 
Suppose that S is nonempty. Let M be the e-free a-transducer ({q0, qx}, I, I, H, qo, 
{q0, qx}), where 
H = {(q0, ua, u, qo)lu in I, a in S} u {(qo, u, u, qa)lu in I}. 
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Hence for u in I*, 
(1) if (qo, u, E) ~- (qo, r v), then u = v --~ r and 
(2) if (q0, u, r #- (ql, E, v), then u = u l ' "  u~n-1 and v = utu 3 "" uan-1 
for some n >/ 1, with ut,  u 3,..., u2n_ 1 in I and u~, u 4 ,..., U~n-2 in S. By (1), (2), 
(a), and (c), 
(3) M(E~) C_ L~ . 
Let Z(E) ~- E. For each u = u x "" u n i n /~ ,  n >/ 1 and each u, in / ,  let 
Z(u) = (uxatu2~2...~,_lU,/a , in S, f(~, UlO'I "'" O'n_lUn) 5/: ~). 
13y (c) 
(4) Z(u) c_ L~. 
By (b) and (c) 
(5) (u}_C M(Z(u)).  
•y (5), (4), and (3), 
(6) L~ _C M(U . in r~ Z(u)) C_ M(L~) C_ L~,  
so that L~ = M(L~) .  
We are now ready for the sufficiency condition mentioned at the beginning of the 
section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA with the following property: For 
each ~ in g(F  +) there exist ny ~ 1 and instructions u x ,..., un such that for all accessible x, 
(i) i f  y is not in g(x) then f (x, ul "'" u , )  = cj , and (ii) i f  ~, is in g(x) then f (x, ut ... u , )  = x. 
Then ~(L~)  = ~(L~)  = .Lft(~). 
Proof. Intuitively, u1 ,..., u n is a test sequence to determine whether ~ is a legitimate 
9 Y .  . 9 
value for the reformation function g acting on the storage contents x. This sequence 
either causes a block if ~ is not in g(x) or returns the storage to x if 7 is in g(x). Such a 
test sequence xists for each 7. Thus, when an acceptor in ~ would "know" that ~, 
is in g(x) and act on this information, a corresponding acceptor in ~ is only able to 
"guess" 7 and use the test sequence to verify its guess. A correct guess leaves the storage 
intact whereas an incorrect one ends the computation. 
We first show that ~-(/7,~) = .Lft(~). By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that L~ 
is in s  This will be done by constructing a quasi-real-time acceptor D in ~,  
such that L~ = L(D). Let 
KI = (qo} kJ {(~, U, i)/(~,, U) in g(F*) • I, i in (1 ..... n~,}} 
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and D = (K t , g(F*) • I, a, qo, {qo}), where 8 is defined as follows (for all y in 
g(F+), u 1 ..... u% satisfying the hypotheses, and u in I) :  
(1) 8(qo, (~, u), E) = {(qo, u)}. 
[By (1), (qo, (~, u), ~)~-(qo, E,f(~, u)) iff(E, u) ~ ~.] 
(2) 8(q o , (y, u), a) = {((y, u, 1), ux) }. 
[By (2), for ~, 4: E, (qo, (9', u), x) ~ ((y, u, 1), ~,f(x, ui) ) i f f (x,  Ul) :~ ~ .] 
(3) 3((~, U, i), ,, C~) ~- {((Y, U, i + 1), Ui+l) } for each i, 1 ~ i < n v . 
[By (3), ((y, u, 1), ., f (x ,  ul)) ~- (b', u, n~,), ., f (x ,  ul "-" u.~,) iff(x, ut ---un) 4: ~.] 
(4) 8((y, u, n~), ,, a) = {(qo, u)). 
[By (4), ((y, u, n~), ,, x) ~-- (qo , ,, f (x, u)).] 
Intuitively, (1) checks to see if the storage is ~. (2) and (3) apply u 1 .... , u~ to see if y 
is in g(x). Note that D blocks if Y is not in g(x). I f  y is in g(x), then (2) and (3), in 
sequence, apply u 1 ,..., u% to transform x to x. Finally, (4) changes the storage x 
to f (x,  u). 
Clearly D is a quasi-real-time acceptor in 6j~. Furthermore, L(D) = L~.  Hence 
~(L~) = ~,(~). 
To complete the proof, we now show that /~ ~ E,~. There is no loss in generality 
in assuming that g(x) ~ ;3 for each accessible x in F*. [For consider the AFA (52', ~' ) ,  
where O' = (K, Z, F, I , f ' ,  g'), is defined as follows: Let g'(~) = {~}. For each u in I 
let f'(E, u) =f (c ,  u) if there exist n ~> 1, %,... ,  v~ in I such that % = u and 
f(r % .-- v,) = E, and let f'(E, u) = ~ otherwise. For each x irl F+ and u in I, let 
g'(x) =g(x)  and f ' (x,  u) -= f(x,  u) if there exist n ~2,  v t .... ,v  n in I, and io, 
1 ~<i 0 <n,  such that f (E ,%. . .v io  ) =x ,  %o+1--u, and f (~,%. . '%)  =E.  Let 
i f(x, u) = ~ otherwise and let g'(x) ~- ~ if there is no u in I such thatf ' (x ,  u) v a ~.  
Since g(x) v~ D if and only i f f (x ,  u) v ~ ~ for some u, the same holds for g' andf ' .  
Clearly Le  = L~, , L~ ~- s , ~t (~)  = .~q~t(~,), g'(x) ~ ~ for each accessible x, 
and f '  and g' satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem.] For each y in g(F +) let u~ ,..., u% 
be as in the hypothesis and let % = ul "" u~ . Let S be the set of words %. Since 
+ 1 + is a finitely encoded AFA, g(/" ) is finite. Thus S is a fin te subset of I . Since ~ ts not in 
g(F+),f(r %) = ;~ for each a~ in S. Suppose x :# ~ is accessible. By hypothesis, i fy  is 
not in g(x) then f(x,  %) = ~ and ify is ing(x)thenf(x,  a~) = x. Since x is accessible 
g(x) :# f~. Hence there existy ing(x). Thenf (x ,  a~) = x. Therefore the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.1 are satisfied, so that/7~ ~/~.  
One important case of Theorem 3.1 occurs when n~ = 2 for all y. This gives the 
following: 
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COROLLARY. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA with the following property: For each 
y ing(F+) there exist instructions u~ and % such that for all accessible x, (i) i f y  is not in 
g(x) then f (x ,  u~%) = ;g, and (ii) i f  y is in g(x) then f (x ,  u~%) = x. Then ~( l~)  
~(Lu)  = .~,(~). 
We now apply Theorem 3.1 (actually, the corollary to Theorem 3.1) to several AFA. 
In the process, we shall obtain specific generators for the associated AFL. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Pushdown Acceptors: Let t'2 = (K, 27, F , / ,  f, g), where F = {ak, a~}, 
I : F w {0, aa e, a~), and f and g are defined as follows (for all x in F* and i in { 1, 2)): 
f(x,  O) = x, f (x, ai) : xai , f (xai , aft) : x, g(r : {E), and g(xai) ~ {ai}. Then (Q, ~)  is 
another AFA formalization for the family of pushdown acceptors. (See Example 1.1.) 
For y : a , ,  let u~ ~ ai z and % : ai 9 Then ai is in g(y) if and only i fy  : xai for 
some x. Hencef (y ,  aieai) : y if ai is in g(y) andf (y ,  aieai) : ~ if ai is not in g(y). 
By the corollary to Theorem 3.1, s  and/~ are ~ generators. Then E~ n (I --  Iv)* 
is a ~ generator. This language is D~, the Dyck set on two letters, that is, the set of all 
words w in {a I , a~ ~, a 2 , a2E} * such that w *~ ~ by the Post productions Pa~afiQ --~ PQ, 
i : 1, 2. The Chomsky-Schutzenberger theorem [1] states that the family s of 
context-free languages, i.e., the family of pushdown acceptor languages, coincides with 
the family of a-transducer images of the Dyck sets. From this it is obvious that D 2 
is a full generator for -~qcF .s A modification of the Chomsky-Schutzenberger proof 
shows that D 2 is also a generator for the family of quasi-real-time pushdown acceptor 
languages. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. One-Counters: Let (I2, ~)  be the AFA obtained from Example 3.1 
by letting F ---- {at} and restrictingf and g in the obvious way. Then (/2, ~)  is an AFA 
formalization of one-counters [2]. As in Example 3.1, L~ , L~,  and [,~ n (I -- Iv)* 
are ~ generators. The languageL~ c3 (I  --  Iv)*  is the Dyck set over a I . These results 
can also be obtained by application of Theorem 2.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. StackAcceptors: Let~2 = (K, Z, F, I , f ,g) ,  whereF  = {al , a2, q}, 
I = {aa, a~, ax e, a2 r, al R, a2 R, al L, az L, 0}, and f and g are defined as follows (for all 
x, y in {al,a2}*, a, b in {al,a~} , and i in {1, 2)): g(E) = {~}, g(xaq) = {al}, 
g(lby) =- {lb), g(xalby ) •{a l ,  lb}, f(E, 0) = E, f (x ly ,  O ) = x ly  for xy :/= E, 
f(E, a) = "1,  f (xa l ,  b) = xabl , f (xaa,  1 , a, E) = xal  , f (a i l ,  a, E) = E, f (xa i lY ,  a, L) ~- 
xla,y ,  and f (x la ,Y ,  a, R) = xailY. Then (~2, ~)  is one AFA formulation for the 
family of (one-way) stack acceptors [5]. The instruction a i means add a i to the stack 
if at the right end, aft means erase ai from the stack if at the right-end reading a~, 
aiL means move left over ai, and ai R means move right over a i . I f  y = r  let 
uy : aiL and v~ : a~ n. I f  7 : 1 ai, let u~ : ai R and vy : aiL. Then the corollary 
6 A stronger statement of the above fact is given in Section 5. 
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to Theorem 3.1 is satisfied, so that[,u andL~ are ~ generators. HenceLe n (I - {0})* 
is a ~ generator. This language is the set of all words w in (I -- {0})* such that 
~'~' w *=> ~'~', I' a new symbol, by the following set of general Post productions 7 (for 
Pa, Ps in {at,  a2, at e, a2e} * and Pa in ( / - -  {0})*): 
(Pta 1' Ps 1' aLP3 ~ Pt r aPs 1' P3, Pt ? aP2 I' anP3 ~ Pta 1' P2 ~' P3, 
Pl a t t  aePz ~ Pt ~" P3, P t t t  aP3 ~-~ Pt a tl' P3/a in {at, as} . 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Nonerasing Stack Acceptors: The AFA f2 = (K, 27, /', I ' ,  f ' ,  g) 
of nonerasing stack acceptors [5] is obtained from the AFA (K, X, F, I, f ,  g) 
of stack acceptors by letting I '  = (I  --  {al e, a2e}) u {E) and defining f '  as follows: 
f '  ----fon F* x (I --  {ax e, a2e}) and f ' (xa l  , E) ~- ~ for all x in ( I -  {at e, ase}) * and 
a in {ax, a2}. Again .L~'t(~) = o~(/~) ~ o~(/5~) by the corollary to Theorem 3.1. Note 
that/Se n (I' -- {0})* ~-- ( /~  n (I' -- {0})*)*, where/7. 9 consists of E and all words 
wE, where w is in (I' -- {0, E}) +, 1' is a new symbol, and ~'~'w *~ y~'~' for some y in 
{at, a2} + by the following set of general Post productions (Pt ,  P2 are in {a t , a2}* 
and Pz is in {at, a2, at R, as R, al L, asL}*): 
{Pt a 1' Ps ~' alp3 --~ Pt 1' aP2 ~' P3, Pt  q' aP21' aRP3 --~ P1 a I' P21' P8, 
Pa 'f~ aP3 --+ Pta ~ P3/a in {al, as} ). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. (n, w)-Bounded pda: Let N'  = {1, 2,...}, oJ be a symbol not in N', 
and n be in N'  L) {w}. Let Ho~ = {al, a2}, Hn ~- (at*a2*) * for n = 2r, and Hn ---- 
(aa*a2*)*aa * for n = 2r + 1. Let g2,,~ = (K, 27, F , / ,  f~.~, g), where F = {at, a2}, 
I = {at,  a2, at e, a2 e, 0}, and f,.~o and g are defined as follows (for all x in F* and i in 
{1, 2}): g(~) =- {r g(xai) = {ai}, f~.~(x, O) = x, f , .~(y ,  ai) = yai for all yai in H , ,  
and f , , ,~(xa,, ai e) = x. Except for an inessential reeoding, ~n,,o is the family of 
(n, co)-bounded pda defined in [6]. For 7 ---- a, ,  i in {1, 2}, let u~ = ai e and v~ ~- ai .  
As in a pda, a, is in g(y)  if and only i fy  = xa, for some x. Fory  admissible, i.e., y in 
H,  , f , .~(y ,  aieai) : y i fy ---- xa~ for some x, andf,~.,o(y, aieai) : ~ otherwise. Thus 
the corollary to Theorem 3.1 holds. Hence/~, .~ and L%.o, are ~n,~ generators. It
follows that .~(L~,.o ~ n (I -- {0})*) ---- ~(~, ,~) ,  a fact proved earlier in [6]. 
SECTION 4. A SECOND SUFFICIENCY CONDITION FOR/~ AND/~ 
In this section we note another sufficiency condition for both /~ and/S~ to be 
generators. Roughly speaking, the condition is as follows [for each instruction u 
which determines g(x) but not gf(x, u); and for each instruction v which determines 
7 These Post productions are similar to the rules of the grammars studied in [8]. 
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gf(x, v) but not g(x)]: For each 3' in g(F +) there exist instructions Ul,  U2, U3, and u 4 
(all depending on u, 3', and v) such that f (x,  UlU2U3U4) = ~ if {3'} =A gf(x, u), and 
f (x,  uiu2u3u4) = f(x,  uv) if gf(x, u) = {3'}. 
We shall need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given a finitely encoded AFA 9 ,  let 
I 1 = {u/for all x, i f x  is accessible andf(x,  u) 4= ~g thenf(x, u) 4= E}, 
I 1' = (u/for all x, i f x  is accessible andf(x, u) C= ~ thenf(x, u) = E), 
12 = {u/f(E, u) = ~}, 
I 2' = {u/for all x, i f x  is accessible andf(x, u) v~ ~ then x = ~}. 
Suppose I = I U u I 1 • I 1' u I 2 • Is'. Furthermore, suppose that for all u in I s -- (I 1 u 11' )
and all v in (It U 11' ) -- (I s u 12' ) there exists a finite subset Suv of I + satisfying the 
following: 
(a) I f  ~ is in S~v, x is accessible, and f(x,  a) 4= ~ then s f(x,  u) 4: E and 
f (x,  ~) = f(x,  uv); 
(b) I f  x is accessible and f (x,  u) is in F +, then there exists ~ in S,v such that 
f(x, ~) = f(x, uv). 
Then s  is in ./g(L~) and E~ ~ s  . 
Proof. Informally, the instructions in 11 never empty the storage (like an add 
instruction in a counter), while those in 11' always empty the storage (i.e., are universal 
erases). The instructions in 12 can never be applied to empty storage (like an erase 
instruction in a counter), while those in 12' can only be applied to empty storage. The 
first hypothesis asserts that each instruction ot a universal identity is in I 1 , I1', 12 , or 
12'. Thus each such instruction gives some information as to whether or not the storage 
is empty. 
After an instruction in 11 u 11' has been applied (an add or a universal erase) the 
acceptor knows whether or not its storage is empty without consulting the storage. 
After an instruction in 12 u I s' has been applied, the acceptor knows whether or not 
the storage was empty the step before. Uncertainty can only arise when an instruction u
in 12 --  (I x V 6 ' )  is followed by an instruction v in (/x w I1' ) --  (12 v /2 '  ). Here the 
acceptor knows the situation before u, i.e., was nonempty, and after uv, but not after u. 
(Obviously u in/2'  , applicable only to empty storage, cases no problem.) The second 
condition says that in all such cases there is a set Suv of test sequences which have the 
same effect on the storage as uv but are applicable only when the storage is nonempty 
s Since u is not in /1, there exists some accessible x such that f(x, u) = ~. Obviously, 
f(x,o) = ~ for suchxanda l lo inS~.  
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after applying u. In such a situation, a member o f /~  can thus be identified by non- 
deterministieally applying a test sequence. 
Details on constructing an c-free a-transducer to obtain [,~ from [ '9  (essentially, 
by rejecting members of Ui>~2/~J) appear below. 
Formally, it is clear that I v n 11 = I v  c~ Is = 11 t~ I t' = I s C~ Is' = 75. I f  I v = I 
then 1;9 and [ '9  are both regular sets containing e, so that the lemma is true. We thus 
may assume that I v --/= I, i.e., there exist k >~ 2, ux,..., uk in I so thatf(e, u t "-" u~) = e 
and g(e, u t "" u,) 4= {E} for all i, 1 <~ i < k. Then as is easily seen, I v (~ I t' 
I v c~ I z' = 75. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that each S89 is a subset of (I --  Iv) +. 
For let h be the homomorphism on I*  defined by h(z) = z for each z in I --  I v  and 
h(z) = e for each z in I v . Suppose a is in S~ n Iv+. Since f(E, a) = ~, f(e, u) @ e 
and f(e, uv) =f(e ,  a) = e by (a). Then f ( f (e ,  u), v) = e, so that v must be in It ' .  
Also, f ( f (E ,  uu), v) = f ( f (e ,  u), uv) = f ( f (e ,  u), a) = f (e,  u) 4= e. Thus v is in I x . 
This is a contradiction since I x n I t' = 75. Hence e is in S,,, ~ I* ( I  --  Iv) l* ,  so that 
h( S~)  C_ (I --  Iv)  +. Then h( S~)  has the same properties as S,~ and h( Su,) C__ ( I  --  Iv)  +. 
By the remark preceding Lemma 3.1, ~ ' (Lg)  = Jg(/]~ n (I --  Iv)* ) and ~t'(/29) = 
~'(/7, 9 n (I --  Iv)*). It thus suffices to construct an c-free a-transducer 
M = (1s I - -  I v ,  I - -  I v ,  H, qo, F)  
such thatL~ ~ (I -- Iv)*  = M(L  9 n (I  --  Iv)*). To this end, let K 1 = {qo, ql, q~, qe} 
and F = {qo, qx, qe}. The state qo is in F solely to guarantee that M(e) = {e}. 
Intuitively, if a word w takes qo to ql then w will be in s  9 I f  a word w takes qo to qe, 
then w may or may not be in 119 (but no proper initial subword of w will be in ['9). 
I f  w takes qo to q~, then neither w nor any proper initial subword of w will be in E~.  
Thus, elements u oflz'  will not be applicable at qn and are not to be applied at qe. 
Specifically, let H be the union of the following sets (for all u in I --  Iv): 
(1) {(qo , u, u, q~)/f(~, u) = ~}. 
[This describes the case where E is reached immediately.] 
(2) {(qo, u, u, q~)/ f ( , ,  u) vL E). 
[This describes the case when E is not reached immediately.] 
(3) {(qn , u, u, q~)/u in I1}. 
[This describes the case where E has not been reached and is not reached by applying u.] 
(4) , . ,  u, q3/u in 
57I/7]I-2 
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[This describes the case where ~ has not been reached but is by applying u.] 
(5) (a) {(q~, u, u, q,)lu in I2}. 
[This describes the case where ~ has not been reached but may be by u.] 
(b) {(qp, u, u, qDlu in I2}. 
[This describes the case where E may have been reached. I f  E has been reached, u in I s 
bars further movement.] 
(6) {(qp, u, u, ql)lu in 12 n/1'}.  
[This also describes the case where ~ may have been reached. Applying u, further 
movement is barred if r has already been reached, and E is reached otherwise.] 
(7) {(qp, u, u, qu)lu in I 2 t3/1}. 
[This also describes the case where ~ may have been reached. Applying u, further 
movement is barred if ~ has already been reached, and a non-E word is obtained 
otherwise.] 
(8) {(qN, a, uv, qu), (qp , ~, uv, qN)la in Su~ ,u in 
/2 - -  (/1 L0 I i ' ) ,  v in I 1 - -  (12 to/z ' )}.  
[This considers the case where for some accessible x and x' and some v in I i - (12 v I2'), 
f(x,  u) # E, f(x,  uv) # ~, andf(x ' ,  u) = E.] 
(9) {(qN, a, uv, ql), (qp, or, uv, ql)/a in S .... u in 
I s --  ( I  1 u I1'), v in I 1' --  (/2 tj/2')}. 
[This considers the case where for some accessible x and x' and some v in 
I 1' -- (I s toI2'), f(x, u) # r uv) = E, andf(x ' ,  u) = E.] 
It is readily seen that the a-transducer M = (/s I -- I v ,  I -- Iu ,  H, qo, F) has the 
desired properties. 
Notation. For each finitely encoded AFA .~, let L'~ -- {(7, u)/y in g(I'*), u in I} 
and Z~ = {@, u)/), in g(x) and f(x,  u) # x for some accessible x}. 
From condition (ld) in the definition of an AFA, L'~ -- Z~ 4= ~.  
If  (7, u) is in L'~ -- Z'~, thenf(x,  u) = x for all accessible x such that 7 is in g(x). 
LEMMA 4.2. For each finitely encoded AFA 9 ,  J/Z(L~) = ~ ' (L9  t3 Z~*). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, L~ n Z~* is in d//(L~), so that dg(L~ n Z~*) G 
d/gdk'(L~) = J/d(L~). To complete the proof, it suffices to exhibit an c-free a-transducer 
M such that M(L~ (~ Z~*) = L~.  [This will imply that L9 is in J t ' (L~ c~ Z~*), so 
that d/g'(Lg) _C dg(L~ t3 Z~*).] 
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For each 7 in g(F*), let q~ be an abstract symbol. Let %, ql, and ql be new symbols, 
and K 1 = {%, qi, ql} u {%/7 in g(F*)}. Since ~ is finitely encoded, K i is finite. 
Informally, q0 is the start state, ql is the state which outputs elements of ~e ,  qv is the 
state which outputs elements (7, u) in X~ -- z~,  and ql is the accepting state for 
non-E input words. Formally, let M = (K i ,  Ze ,  27~, H, qo, {qo, qf}) be the c-free 
a-transducer, where H contains the following elements: 
(1) For each (7, u) in Ze ,  
(a) (q0, (7, u), (7, u), ql) and (q0, (7, u), (7, u), q,). 
(b) (ql, (7, u), (7, u), qi) and (qi, (7, u), (7, u), qi). 
(c) (qv, (7, u), (7, u), ql) and (qv, (7, u), (7, u), ql). 
(2) For each (,, u) in X~ -- Ze  , (qi , ", (', u), qi). 
(3) For each (7, u) in Xe -- z~e, 
(a) (qo, ", (7, u), q~) and (qo, ", (7, u), qi). 
(b) (ql, e, (7, u), q~). 
(c) (q,, ,, (7, u), q~). 
It is readily seen that M(L~ n Z~*) = L~ . 
Since J//(L1) = dZ(L2) implies that L i ~ L2, we have 
COROLLARY 1. For each finitely encoded AFA ~,  L~ ~ L~ n Z~*. 
From Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 1 above, we get 
COROLLARY 2. [ ,e is a ~ generator if and only if Le  n Z~ * is in ~(~) .  
We now introduce some special symbolism for the next theorem. 
Notation. Let I N be the set of all instructions u such that there exists a word v u 
with the following property: If x is accessible and f(x,  u) v~ ;3, then gf(x, u) = {vu}. 
Each instruction u in I  N "predicts" the next value ofg in the sense that iff(x, u) :/: ;3 
then gf(x, u) has a predictable next value, namely v u . For example, in the AFA of pda, 
the instructions at and a 2 are in I N . For if x is accessible, then gf(x, as) = g(xai) = {ai}. 
Notation. Let Ip be the set of all instructions u such that there exists a word H u 
with the following property: If x is accessible and f(x,  u) vL ;3, then g(x) = {Flu}. 
Each instruction u in Ip "predicts" the present value of g in the sense that if 
f (x,  u) ~ ;3 then g(x) has a predictable present value, namely, Flu- For example, in 
the AFA of pda, the erase instructions at e and az e are in I N . For i f f (x ,  ai e) @ ;3, 
then g(x) has a predictable present value, namely, ai 9 
Note that I v n I~ C I v n 1 n and I n n It~ C Iv n I n . 
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We now present our second sufficiency condition for both s  and L~ to be 
generators. 
TrIEOREM 4.1. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA such that #(g(x))  <~ 1 for each 
accessible x in F*. In addition, suppose that ~ has the following two properties: 
(i) I =IvuI, ,uI~, 
(ii) For all u in Ip -- IN ,  ~, in g(F+), and v in I n -- Ie ,  there exist instructions 
ua , u2 , u3 , and u 4 (depending on u, y, and v) such that 
(a) i f  x is accessible and 9 y =A gf(x,  u), then f (x ,  ulusu3ur = ;g, and 
(b) i f  x is accessible and gf(x,  u) = ~,, then f (x ,  UlUsU3U~) ~- f (x ,  uv). 
Then ~(L~)  = o~(L~) = .Lfe(~). 
Proof. The argument is similar to Lemma 4.1. However, instead of only deter- 
mining if g(x) C= e, the acceptor, as in Theorem 3.1, must obtain a value of g(x) 
without consulting the storage. 
Condition (i) says that every instruction ot a universal identity is either in IN, i.e., 
"predicts" the next value of g, or else is in Ie ,  i.e., "predicts" the present value ofg. 
Problems arise only when an instruction u in Ip -- I N is followed by an instruction v 
in I N --  I e . Here an acceptor knows the value of g before applying u and also after 
applying uv (since v is in IN), but not after applying u. Since the acceptors in ~ can 
detect empty storage, there is no problem i fg ( f (x ,  u)) = E. 
Condition (ii) says that for all instructions u in/re -- I N and v in I N --  I e and each 
nonempty value ), of g, there is a test sequence ulusuau r which has the same effect on the 
storage as uv but can be applied to those and only those accessible x for which 
gf(x,  u) = ~,. Thus an acceptor in ~ (1) while receiving asequence of instructions in I N 
knows the next value of g, (2) while receiving a sequence of instructions in Ie knows the 
present value of g, and (3) when switching from u in Ip --  I n to v in I~ -- Ie non- 
deterministically "guesses" 7 and applies the appropriate test sequence. Switching 
from u in I n to v in Ie causes no problems ince the aceeptor knows gf(x, u) and this is 
to be the value "predicted" by v. 
In the proof below, we first show that ~ also satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, 
so that /~ is in dt'(L~). Then we construct an acceptor which essentially accepts L~.  
Formally, if I ----I U then 5~ is the family of regular sets and/~9, /~ are 
generators, and the theorem is proved. We may thus assume that I =A It~ 9 Let 
11, Ix', I s and I s' be as in Lemma 4.1. Clearly I n C_ I t ~9 1 t' and Ie _C 12 u /2 ' .  Suppose 
u i s  in I  s - ( I  tt_)/ l '  ). S ince I  sn I  v= ;g and I=Ivu Ieu IN ,  u i s in I  eUI  n . 
Since I n C I t u I1', u is in Ip --  I~r. Suppose v is in (I  t t.) I t '  ) - ( I  s t.)/2' ). Then by 
' We wr i te  g(x) = y instead o f  g(x) ~ {~,), s ince  #(g(x)) < 1. 
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a similar argument, v is in I N -- Ip.  Let Suv = {ulu2uau,/ul, u 2 , u 3 , u 4 satisfy (ii) for 
some ~ in g(F+)}. 
Clearly S,~ is finite. Suppose that a is in S,~, x is accessible, and f (x,  r~) =/= 25. If 
=/= gf(x, u) thenf(x,  a) = 2~ by (a) of (ii), a contradiction. Thus gf(x, u) = ~, 4= 9 
so that f(x,  u) va 9 Also, f (x,  a) = f(x, uv) by (b) of (ii). Thus (a) of Lemma 4.1 is 
satisfied. Now suppose that x is accessible and f(x, u) is in F +. Then gf(x, u) :~ 
by the assumption in Section 1. Therefore gf(x, u) = y for some y =/= 9 Then 
utu2u3u4, for this y, is in S,,~ and f (x,  uluzu3u4) = f(x,  uv). Hence the hypotheses of 
Lemma 4.1 are satisfied. Therefore,[.e is in J/1'(/79) and/7,~ =--/7. 9 . To complete the 
proof of the theorem, by Corollary 2 to Lemma 4.2 it suffices to show that L9 ~ 2e*  
is in LP*(~). 
We shall use the following notation in the remainder of the proof. For each u in 
Izr let v, be the element such that for all accessible x,f(x, u) vL ~ impliesgf(x, u) = v,,. 
For each u inI  e letH~ be the element such that for all accessible x,f(x, u) @ ;g implies 
g(x) = I t . .  
Let q0 and X be new symbols. For each y in g(F*), let q, be a new symbol, let 
~, = ~ if ~, @ e, and a, = 9 if y = e. Since g(x) = e if and only if x = e, ~ =%(~) 
for each x. The symbol q, is to denote a state such that the accessible storage x at q, 
implies that g(x) = 7- The symbol X is to denote a state such that g(x) is, in general, 
unknown. Let D = (K 1 , 279,3, q0, F), where 
/<1 = {q0, X} v) {q,/y in g(r*)} u (I • g(F +) • I • {1, 2, 3}), 
F = {q0, q,}, and 8 is defined as follows: 
(1) For u, the identity element on e, let 8(%, e, E) = {(q,, u,)} and 3(X, e, E) = 
{(q., u,)}. 
[By (1), (%, ~, ~) ~-0 (q.,. ,  .) and (X,., ~) ~.  (q., ~, .).] 
(2) For u in I x and 6,, u) in Zg ,  let 3(q,, (~, u), a,) contain (q~, u). 
[By (2), ifg(x) = ~ and gf(x, .) = ~,,, then (q,, (~,, u), x) ~--D (q~, e,f(x, u)).] 
(3) For u in /e  and (Hu , u) in 279, let 3(qn , (H,, , u), o~n~ ) and 3(x, ( i t , ,  u), ~n ) 
each contain (X, u). 
[By (3), if gf(x, u) is not necessarily known but f (x,  u) v~ ~ implies g(x) = H , ,  
then (qn ,  ( H,, , u), x) ~'-o ( X, e , f  (x, u) ) and ( X, (1I., u), x) ~D ( X,  9  (X, U)).] 
(4) For u in/N ~ Ipand (H~, u) in 29 ,  let 3(qH~, (H,,, u), an~) and 3(X, (H,,, u), an,) 
each contain (q , ,  u). 
[By (4), i f f(x, u) =~ ~ impliesg(x) = H~ andgf(x, u) = v, ,  then (qrf~, (H , ,  u), x) ~--D 
(q~,, e,f(x, ,)) and (X, (I-Iu , u), x) w-- D (q~ , 9 u)).] 
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(5) For 7 in g(F+), u in Ip - - IN ,  v in I N -  Ie,  (H~, u) and (7, v) in Z~,  and 
ul ,  us, u3, and u 4 satisfying (ii), 
(a) $(q~, (/ / . ,  u), =n.) and 8(X, (H.,  u), =n.) each contains ((u, 7, v, 1), ul). 
(b) 3((u, 7, v, 1), (7, v), ~) and (3((u, 7, v, 1), (7, v), E) each contains ((u, 7, v, 2), Us), 
(c) 8((u, 7, v, 2), ~, c 0 and 3((u, 7, v, 2), E, E) each contains ((u, 7, v, 3), u3), and 
(d) 3((u, 7, v, 3), E, a) and 3((u, 7, v, 3), E, E) each contains (q~, u4). 
[By (5), if f (x,  u) ~ ~g implies g(x) = H~, if f (y ,  v) va rg implies gf(y,  v) = v~, 
if 7 4: E, and if 7 = gf(x, u), then 
(X, (H, u)(7, v), x) ~ ((u, 7, v, 1), (7, v), f(x,  Ul)), by (a) 
(q~. , e, f (x ,  UlUsU3U4)), by (b)-(d) 
= (q,,, E, f (x,  uv)), by (ii). 
Similarly, (qn,, (Hu, u)(7, v), x) ~-D (q,~, E,f(x, uv)). If 7 va gf(x, u), then D blocks. 
(5) represents he situation where the next state under u is not necessarily known, and 
the next instruction after u, namely, v, is in I N -- Ip.  The case 7 = e is treated in (1).] 
Obviously D is quasi-real-time and in ~.  In view of (i), it follows readily that 
L~ n 2~ * = L(D). 
We now apply Theorem 4.1 to two AFA. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. (n, m)-Bounded pda: Let N'  = {1, 2,...}, w be a symbol not in N', 
n be in N'  k3 {w}, and m be in N'. Let Ho~ = {al, a2}*, H,, = (al*as*) r for n = 2r, and 
H n = (al*a2*)rax * for n = 2r + 1. Let (ff~n.m, ~n,rn), ff~n.m = (K, X, Fn.,~, I, fn.m, g,.,~), 
be the AFA where Fn. m = {al, a2, Zo} U {(+,j),  (--,j)/1 ~<j ~< m}, I = {al, a2, al e, 
as e, O, Z o , Z1}, and fn,,, and g~.m are defined as follows (for all x in {al, a2}* , y in 
_re.m, i in {1, 2}, andj  in {1 .... , m}): g~,,~(E) = {~}, gn.,,~(--,j)) = {Z0} , g~.,~(ya,) = {ai}, 
f~.,~(y, O)= y, fn.,~(x, a i )=  xai if xa~ is in Hn, f~.,~(xa~, at e ) : (--, 1)x, 
f . ,~((- ,  j)xa~, a E) = (_,  j)x, L , . . ( ( - ,  J), Zo) = ~, f . .m(( - ,  j), z~) = ( - , j ) ,  
f . , , . (( - - , j )x,  as) = (+, j )xa,  if xa, is in H . ,  1 ~<j < m,f. ,m((+, j )x,  a,) = (+, j )xa,  
if xa~ is in H.  , and f .,,.( ( +,  j)xa~ , ai e) = (--, j + 1)x, 1 ~<j < m. 
Except for inessential coding and method of acceptance, ~.,m is the family of 
(n, m)-bounded pda defined in [6]. In particular, the n coordinate restriction o f f  and g 
is obtained similarly to Example 3.5. The m coordinate restriction requires additional 
coding. The new storage symbol (+ , j )  indicates that the acceptor is in an adding stage 
after making j turns, while (--, j) indicates an erasing stage after j turns. Specifically, 
when an acceptor starts erasing after an adding stage, the rulesf..~(xa~, a~ e) = (--, 1)x 
and f . .m((4-, j)xai,  ai e) = ( - - , j+  1)x indicates a turn from adding to erasing. 
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Restrict ingj (in ( §  and ( - - , j ) )  to 1 ~ j ~ m limits an acceptor to at most m turns. 
The rule f ( ( - - , j )x ,  ai) = (+, j )xa i  covers the transition from erasing to adding, and 
does not affect the number of turns. The instructions 0, Z 0 , and Z 1 are included for 
technical reasons, namely, 0 is a universal identity, Z 0 erases the indicators ( - - ,  j )  and 
reinitializes the storage, while Z 1 is an identity in certain situations. The function 
gn,m gives the rightmost symbol of the storage. In addition, gn,,.(E) =- E and 
g, .~( ( - - , j ) )  = Z o . 
Note that Theorem 3.1 does not apply to ~, . ,~ .  The test sequence used in 
Example 3.l to determine that ai is the rightmost storage symbol is aiea, .  I f  the 
acceptor is in an adding stage then application of a~eai ncrements the number of turns, 
i.e., fn ,m( (+, j )x ,  azeai) ~ (+, j  + 1)x 4= (+ , j )x .  Thus a,Eai is not a legitimate test 
sequence. (Any more complicated sequence will result in the same difficulty. And if 
~. ,m were altered to admit such test sequences then it would lose the m-turn bounded 
property.) Technical details on test sequences in ~. ,m follow in the next paragraph. 
Now I v  = {0}, I e = {al E, a2 e, Z o , Z1}, and I N = {at, a~, Z0, Z1}. Thus condition 
(i) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied. Let u be in Ip - -  IN, ~ in g(P+), and v in I~r - -  I e . 
Then there exist i and k in { 1, 2} such that u ~ af t  and v = ak 9 Furthermore, either 
~ aj for some j in {1, 2} or y = Z 0 . Suppose the former holds. Let u I : ai e, 
u2 ~ ai e, u3 = a~, and u 4 = a k . Suppose the latter holds. Let u 1 : a~ e, u~ = Z 1 , 
u3 = Zx, and u4 = ak. Then condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied. Hence/ ]~, , ,  
L~. .  L~. ~ c~ (I - {0})*, and f,~..~ n (I -- {0})* are N .... generators. 
Let ~ be the relation on {a I , ae,  al e, a2e} * defined by u ~ v if there exist w 1 , w 2 , 
and i in {1, 2} such that u = wla,a~e% and v = Wl%.  Let *~ be the reflexive transitive 
closure of ~ .  For each w in {al, a2, ax e, a2e} * let t~(w) = y, where w *~ y and 
y *~ z implies y = z, and let 
v(w) max{k/w g = Wlaz la t lw2 . . .  72)ka~aEgo~+l 
for some iI ,..., i k in {1, 2} and words w 1 ,..., Wk+l}. 
Obviously/~(w) is uniquely defined. For each k, 1 ~ k ~ m, let 
Ln,~ = {w/t~(w) = ~, v(w) <~ k, and/~(x) in H .  if w = xy} 
and 
R~ = {w/v(w) ~< k}. 
Clearly R k is a regular set containing e and Ln, k ---- L,~,., (3 Rk,  so that L.,~ ~< Ln, ~ . 
Now 
s n (1 - {0})* n ( ( / -  {0, zo ,  z ,})*zo w {~}) = L.,,.zo v {E}, 
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so that L.,m ~< L~..,. c~ (I - {0})*. Also 
V 
kl+...+k~r<~m 
Thus /~.  ~ n (I -- {0})* ~ L. ,m. Therefore s ~ /~. . .  n (I -- {0})* and is a 
~,~.  generator. Note that (s ~< s and, s ince'Z.. , .  = (s c~R .... 
s ~< (L.,,.)*. Hence (L.,m)* is a ~. , , .  generator, a fact proved in [6] for full 
generators. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Checking Acceptors: Let 12 = (K, Z, F, I, f ,  g), where F = {aa, a2, F'}, 
1 = {aa, a~, al R, a2 R, al L, az z', O, E), and f and g are defined as follows (for all x, y 
in {ai, a~}*, i, j in { 1, 2}, and z in F*):g(e) = {e}, g(xa~) = g(x ~" a 0 = g(x ~" aiy) = {a,}, 
f ( z ,  O) = z, f (x ,  ai) = xai , f(xa~ai , a,L) = x ~ a~ai, f (xa  i P aey, ai L) = x p a~aiy, 
f (x  [" a,ajy,  a, R) = xa, [" ajy, and f (xa , ,  E) = f (x  ~ a~, E) = e. The instruction 
aiL(ai ~) means move left (right) when reading al. The rule f (x ,  ai) = xai permits the 
storage to be built up from e. The rulef(xa~ai ,  ai L) = x p aja, inserts a pointer in the 
storage. Thenceforth, the storage does not change (except for the position of the 
pointer) until the appearance of E, at which time the storage is erased. Thus (12, ~)  is 
one AFA formulation for checking acceptors [7]. Nowlv  = {0}, Ip = {al R, al z, a2 R, a2L}, 
and I N ----- {al, a~, E}. Clearly I = Iv  t2 I N w I~.  Consider condition (ii) in Theorem 
4.1. If  u = ai R, 7 = a i ,  and v = E, then ulu2u3u 4 = a~RaiZaj~E forms an appropriate 
test sequence. If  u = a~ z, 7 = a~, and v = a, or E, then uluzuzu ~ = a~Za,a,a, is 
a test sequence [sincef(x, uv) =f (x ,  u~u~u~u~) = ~ for each accessible x]. If  u = ai ~, 
7 = aa , and v = a~, then ulu~u~u ~ = a,~at~aaa~ is a test sequence [sincef(x, uv) = 
f (x ,  ulu~uau~) = ~ for each accessible x]. Thus /~e and/~ are ~ generators by 
Theorem 4.1. 
We may obtain a different ~ generator as follows: Let Za = {al, a~ e, a~, aze}. For 
each x in Z71" let/z(x) be the (obviously unique) minimal length word y for which 
x ~ y under the general Post productions Pata~eQ ~ PQ and pa~a~Q-+ pQ.  
(Thus {x in ~*/t~(x)  = e} is the Dyck set on two letters.) For each word x let 
Init(x) = {y/x  = yz  for some z}. We shall show that 
L~ = {wcy/w in {aa, a~}*, y in 271.,/~(y) = e,/z(Init(y)) C Init(wn)} ~ {e} 
is a ~ generator. 
It is easily seen that L~ is accepted by some quasi-real-time checking acceptor. 
Thus L~ ~< s  To see the reverse, let M be the e-free a-transducer (/s t.) {e},/, 
H, q0, {q~}), where /s = {q0, ql, q~, qz, q,} and 
H = {(q0, ai c, ai ,  qe), (qo, ai ,  a i ,  qa), (ql, ai ,  a i ,  ql), (qx, aic, ai ,  qz), 
(q~ , a , ,  a, ~, q~), (qz , e, E, q,), (q~. , a, afi, a, ~, q~), (qa , aft, a, ~, qa), 
(qa , ar ia, ,  a, ~, q~), (qa , a, e, E, q,)/i = 1, 2}. 
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Clearly M(L1) = s  c~ (I --  {0})*. Since c-free a-transducers preserve AFL, 
/~  ~ [,9 (5 (I -- {0})* ~< L1. Thus L 1 is a ~ generator. 
SECTION 5. ~...~t(~) = ~(f_,cd) 
The results considered so far have dealt with when ~-q~*(~) = o~(L~) [and when 
~*(~) = o~'(/~)]. As pointed out in [4], the notion of a full generator generalizes 
the Chomsky-Schutzenberger th orem on context-free languages. This result [1], in 
effect, asserts that for Dz the Dyck set on a 1 , a s , 
-,q~'cI~ = {h2(h-~l(D2) n R) /R  regular, h I and h 2 homomorphisms}, 
where ~cF  is the family of context-free languages. Using our notation, 
( , )  ~o(~) = {h2(h]-l(~c~ t") (I  - -  I v ) * )  r3 R) /R  regular, h I and ]/2 homomorphisms},~ 
where ~ is the AFA of pushdown acceptors. This suggests the more general problem 
of determining conditions on an AFA N such that 
(**) .~r = {h2(h~-l(L~ c (I - -  Iv)*  ) c~ R) /R  regular, 
h I and h 2 homomorphisms, with h 2 e free}. 
Note that (**) implies (,) for the case when N is the AFA of pushdown acceptors. We 
shall present conditions on ~ in order that (**) hold. Our conditions employ the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and 4.1, as well as one additional condition, and are 
satisfied by some of the AFA already considered. 
In view of Proposition 3.1, considering (**) is equivalent to considering conditions 
on an AFA ~ so that 
***) ~c~o~(N) = ~//(L> ~ (I -- Iu)*). 
In view of the remark after Proposition 3.1, considering (***) is equivalent to 
considering conditions on an AFA ~ so that 
(****) ~(~)  = ~(/;~). 
We now turn to a study of (****). To accomplish this, we shall need the notion of an 
acceptor in which each move depends only on the state and the input. 
DEFINITION. An acceptor (K1,271,3, %, F) in a finitely encoded AFA ~ is said 
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to be storage independent if 3(p, a, ~,~) = 3(p, a, Y2) for allp in/s ~,~ and ~'2 in g(F*), 
and a in X i w {E}. Let 
~Zfa(9) = {L(D)/D in 9,  D quasi-real time and storage independent}. 
LEMMA 5.1. ~cfs(9) _C dg(s for each finitely encoded AFA 9.  
Proof. Let D = (/s qo, F) be quasi-real time and storage independent. 
Let M be the a-transducer (/s I, 271, H, %, F), where 
H = {(q, u, a, p)/(p, u) in 8(q, a, y) for all y in g(F*)}. 
Since D is quasi-real-time, M is E-limited on I* and thus on ly .  Clearly M(/5~) = L(D). 
Since E is in/,~, M([,~) is in J/4'([-9) by the corollary to Proposition 3.1. 
Remark. The reverse containment holds if 9 has a universal identity. For let 
D = ({P0}, I, 3, P0, {P0}), with 8(p0, u, y) = {(Po, u)/(u, y) in I • g(F*)}. Then D is 
quasi-real time, storage independent, and L(D) = L~.  Thus /~ is in L,~ By the 
arguments in Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 of [3], with the instructions 1~ replaced by a 
universal identity, it follows that _97B(9) is closed under intersection with regular sets, 
a-free homomorphism, and inverse homomorphism. By Theorem 5.1, cf0(~) is closed 
under E-free a-transducers, i.e., ~/'(L2) _C ~B(9). 
We shall need the following concept. 
Notation. For each finitely encoded AFA 9 let 
Le = L~ n [{r u ({E} • X)(g(F +) • I)*]. 
Thus/]2 consists of all words in L~ having no symbol of the form (E, u) to the right 
of the leftmost symbol. 
LEMMA 5.2. I f9  satisfies either the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 4.1, then 
Le is in ~(L~). 
Proof. Suppose 9 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Let D = (/s X~, 8, 
q0, {%}) be the acceptor in Theorem 3.1 such that L(D) = L~.  Let D = (/s X~, 8, 
q0, {q0}), where 8(q, x, 9') = 3(q, x, c~) u 3(q, x, E) for all q in/s x in 27~ u {E}, and 
in g(F*). Then D is quasi-real-time storage independent, and L(D) = L(D) = L~.  
Therefore L~ is in oZ'a(9). By Lemma 5.1, L9 is in dg(/S~). Then 
L~ = L~ n [{E} ~9 ({E} • I)(g(F +) • I)*] 
is in Jg~/(/,v) = Jg([,~). 
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Suppose N satisfies the hypotheses ofTheorem 4.1. Let D = (/s Z~,  8, q0, F) be 
the acceptor in Theorem 4.1 such thatL(D) = L~ n Z~*. Let D = (/s Z~, ~, q0, F) 
be the acceptor where g(q, x, 7') = 3(q, x, a) u 3(q, x, ~) for all q in K1, x in Z'~ ~3 {E}, 
and 7 in g(F*). Then D is quasi-real-time storage independent, and L(D) = L(D) = 
L~ n Z~*. Therefore L~ n Z~* is in ~,ez(~) _C Jg(L~). By Lemma 4.2, L~ is in 
~r ~ 2~*). Hence L.~ is in dc'~/{(L~) = Jg(/5~). Then 
/~ = L~ n [{e} w ({e} • I)(g(F +) • I)*] 
is in J//~/(L~) = J/(L~). 
Remark. By modifying the arguments in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, it can be shown 
that for ~ satisfying either Theorems 3.1 or 4.1, L~ is in ~s(~), whence/~ isin JI(L~). 
We need some auxiliary concepts in order to present our conditions for 
s = #//(L~) to hold. 
Notation. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA. For D in 9,  write 
(q, w, 7) ~--- (q', w', 7') 
if either (q, w, 7) = (q', w', 7') or there exist n > 1 and 
(q, w, 7) = (ql, Wl, 71) [---- " "  ~ (q., w., 7.), 
with 7i 4: E for all i, 1 < i < n. 
Notation. Let ~ be a finitely encoded AFA. For each D in ~, let 
Let 
L(D) = {w/qo, zo, E) l*- (q, E, ~) for some q in F}. 
~t(~)  = {L(D)/D in ~, D quasi-real time}. 
Thus L(D) is the set of all words which cause D to go from the start configuration to
an accepting configuration without emptying the storage in between. 
We need the following preliminary result. 
LEMMA 5.3. For each ~ satisfying the hypotheses of either Theorem 3.1 or 4.1, 
~t(~) c_ ~(L~). 
Proof. By a trivial modification of the argument in Lemma 2.3 of [4] it is easily 
seen that for each quasi-real-time acceptor D in ~ there exists a regular set R D and 
homomorphisms h 1 and h 2 such that L(D) = hz(h;l(L(D) c~ Ro), where h 2 is e-limited 
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on h~a(/]~) n Ro .  SinceL~ contains ~,/7,~ contains ~, L(D) is in d//(Lu) by the corollary 
to Proposition 3.1. Thus 
c 
_C ~//d/{(/~), by Lemma 5.2, 
_c 
From Lemma 5.3, we get 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ~ satisfy the hypotheses of either Theorem 3.1 or 4.1. Suppose, 
further, that #t (~)  ~ ~qr Then it~t(~) = Jr163 
/'roof. 
~,(~) = _~,(~) 
_ ~(z~), 
Thus ~t(~) = d[(s 
by Lemma 5.3, 
by Proposition 1.1. 
Remark. In general, the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 cannot be replaced by 
5at(~) = ~'(L~).  For let (g2, ~)  be the following modified version of the one-counters. 
Let F = (al ,  Zo} , I = {0, Z 0 , a l ,  ale), and for n >/ 1, let g(r = (E}, g(Zo) = {Zo}, 
g(Zoal' 0 = (al} , f(w, O) = w for w in F*, f(r al) ~ Zoal , f(Zoal m, al) = Zoa~ +l, 
m ~ O, f(Zoal5 al e) ~- Zoa'~ -1, and f (Zo,  Zo) = r Then the hypotheses to both 
Theorem 3.1 and 4.1 hold. [Consider Theorem 3.1. I f  a 1 is in g(w) let ul ~ ale and 
u2 • a l .  I f  Z o is in g(w), let u 1 = Zo, u2 = al ,  and u 3 = ale and u 2 = a 1 . Consider 
Theorem 4. I. Then Iu : {0}, I N : (az ,  Zo}, and Ip = {al e, Zo}. For u = al e, v : a 1 , 
andZ o ing(w) , le tu  1 =a l  e ,u  2 -~Zo,u  3 ~a l ,andu  4 - -0 .  Foru=a~,v  =a l ,  
and a 1 in g(w), let u 1 ---- al e, u 2 = al e, u s ~- a a,  and u, = a a.]  Then ~s 
f f (L~) = ~(/]~).  Clearly .s = s By Theorem 5.1, ~t (~)  = ~'(L~) = 
~g([,~). Let K 1 be the Dyck set over a 1 and h the homomorphism from I* 
into {a~,al e,Zo)* defined by h(x) =x  for x in (ax,ax e ,Zo} and h(0) =~.  
Then E~ = h-l(K1Zo w (E}) and [,~---h-l((K1Zo)*). It is readily seen that 
Consider the AFA occurring in Sections 3 and 4. The AFA of pda, stack acceptors, 
and nonerasing stack acceptors can be shown to satisfy Theorem 5.1. The AFA of one- 
counters, (n, m)-bounded pda, (n, m) ~ (w, w), and checking acceptors do not. In the 
analogue to Theorem 5.1 for the full AFL  case, the AFA of pda, stack acceptors, 
nonerasing stack acceptors, and checking acceptors atisfy the hypotheses. The AFA 
of one-counters and (n, m)-bounded pda, (n, m) :# (o J, oJ), do not. 
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